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TIMING BIOLOGICAL IMAGING, MEASURING, 
AND THERAPEUTIC TIMING SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to timing biological imaging, 
measuring, or therapeutic systems (in the broad sense, 
including, e.g., an X-ray machine or a nuclear camera) 
in accordance with the respiratory and cardiac states of 
the body. 
Monitoring the respiratory state by detecting the var 

iations in electrical impedance produced during the 
breathing cycle is described in Geddes et al., “The Im 
pedance Pneumograph,” Aerospace Medicine, Janu 
ary, 1962, pages 28-33. Timing an X-ray machine in 
accordance with respiratory state (e.g., to obtain an 
X-ray image when the lungs are fully in?ated) is de 
scribed in Robertson -U.S. Pat. No. 3,524,058. Timing 
an X-ray machine in accordance with the cardiac ‘cycle 
is described‘ in Becker US Pat. No. 3,626,932, where 
the use of a pulmonary synchronization unit is also 
mentioned. X-ray timing based upon a percentage of 
heart beat interval is described in Strauss et al. US. 
Pat. No. 2,190,389. 
Accurate timing is important for many reasons, in 

cluding for obtaining images or measurements that are 
not blurred by heart or lung motion, and for making 
possible precise and reproduceable comparisons of im 
ages or measurements taken at different physiological 
states. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention provides highly re?ned monitoring of 
the respiratory and cardiac cycles, and makes possible 
very accurate and automatic timing to a selected physi 
ological state, with equipment that is reliable, easily op 
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erated by an unskilled technician, and not unduly ’ 
costly or complex. Timing accuracy is achieved, with 
respect to the respiratory state, despite impedance vari 
ations over time and from patient to patient that far ex 
ceed variations within a breathing cycle, and, with re 
spect to cardiac state, despite normal beat to beat rate 
variations. ' 

In general the invention features, in one aspect, input 
circuitry for providing electrical signals representative 
of the respiratory cycles of the subject, and respiratory 
timing circuitry for processing the electrical signals and 
for generating a ‘succession of windows corresponding 
to selected portions of successive respiratory cycles, 
including means for basing the generation of each win 
dow in a given cycle upon the results of the processing 
of electrical signals derived from respiration prior to 
the given cycle. In another aspect the invention fea 
tures input circuitry for providing electrical signals rep 
resentative of the cardiac cycle of the subject, and car 
diac timing circuitry for producing a succession of tim 
ing signals corresponding to selected points in succes 
sive cardiac cycles, the timing circuitry including inter 
val circuitry for generating a succession of interval val 
ues corresponding to the lengths of successive cardiac 
cycles, and timing signal circuitry for generating each 
cardiac timing signal at a time dependent upon a con 
stant value plus a fraction of the interval for the next 
previous cardiac cycle. In yet another aspect the inven 
tion features digitaloffset correction circuitry for auto 
matically causing electrical signals respresentative of 
respiratory cycles to be within a predetermined range, 
including limit detection circuitry for providing a signal 
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2 
when the respiratory signal is outside the range, digital 
means for providing pulses in the presence of a signal 
from the detection circuitry, a counter for counting the 
pulses, and an offset generator for generating an offset 
voltage dependent upon the count in the counter. In 
preferred embodiments a majority of the respiratory 
windows are of duration sufficient to span a plurality of 
the cardiac timing signals; the respiratory timing cir 
cuitry includes means for generating values respec 
tively representative of maximum and minimum expira 
tion within a respiratory cycle, and respiratory state 
de?nition circuitry for generating the windows in a 
manner dependent upon both those values; a recorder 
provides a synchronous display of cardiac cycle, respi 
ratory state, and the timing of the output control sig 
nals; the input cicuitry generates digital pulses corre 
sponding to occurrences of QRS complexes, and the 
cardiac timing circuitry generates cardiac timing sig 
nals each at a time subsequent to the QRS complex 
equal to a constant value plus a fraction of the interval 
value for the next previous cardiac cycle, the constant ' 
value being a timing constant related to the refractory 
time of the heart muscle minus half the width of the 
cardiac timing pulses; the timing signal circuitry in 
cludes means for changing in successive cardiac cycles 
the fraction of the interval value upon which the re 
spective timing signal is based; arrythmia detection cir 
cuitry is provided for detecting cardiac arrythmia by 
comparison with cardiac cycles expected on the basis 
of the cardiac timing signals; and the offset correction 
circuitry includes upper and lower limit detectors for 
respectively incrementing an decrementing the counter 
when the respiratory signal is above and below th 
range, and means for periodically automatically chang 
ing the count in the counter to cause the respiratory 
signal to drift in a predetermined direction. 
Other advantages and features of the invention will 

be apparent from the description‘ and drawings herein 
of a preferred embodiment thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates the use of a synchronizer embody 
ing the invention to time a nuclear camera; 
FIGS. 2-4 are block diagrams showing the details of 

the synchronizer of FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 5 illustrates typical waveforms associated with 

the patient and the synchronizer. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 shows the synchronizer of the invention in a 
system including a nuclear camera 10. The synchro 
nizer l2 detects respiratory and cardiac signals through 
silver-silver chloride ECG electrodes 14 attached mid 
line to the patient’s fifth or sixth intercostal space and 
controls logic 16 to gate signals from radiation detector 
18 to CRT display 20 whenever systole occurs during 
expiration in the respiratory cycle. Successive signals 
are integrated in the display, and the integration over 
a period of time is photographed by the camera. 
Referring to FIGS. 2 — 4, electrodes 14 are connected 

to impedance plethysmograph 30, which passes a small 
(e.g., 100 KHz) current through the electrodes and de 
tects the change in the patient‘s transthoracic imped 
ance, which is proportional to respiration. The output 
of the plethysmograph, an analog voltage proportional 
to respiration, is fed to a positive peak voltage detector 
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32, a negative peak voltage detector 34, and a digital 
offset correction circuit 36. 

Circuitry 36 consists of two analog comparators 38 
and 40 which function as preset high and low voltage 
limit detectors. The limit detectors drive a binary up 
down counter 42 which in turn drives a digital to analog 
converter 44. The output of converter 44 goes to the 
plethysmograph as an offset correction signal which is 
added to the plethysmograph output to bring the out 
put into the desired operating range, which is chosen to 
be suf?ciently wide to accommodate signal excursion 
within the respiration cycle. More particularly, if the 
output voltage of the plethysmograph is above the de 
sired operating range, detector 38 gates pulses into the 
up count input 46 of counter 42. As the counter counts 
up, the output of converter 44, a negative voltage pro 
portional in magnitude to the value in the counter, goes 
more negative. The increasing offset eventually brings 
the output of the plethysmograph below the threshold 
of the high voltage limit detector. If the output of the 
plethysmograph is below the desired operating range, 
detector 40 gates pulses into the down count input 48 
of the counter. The offset correction signal from con 
verter 44 becomes less negative and again the plethys 
mograph output is brought into the desired range. Peri 
odically (e.g., every 15 seconds) counter 42 is incre 
mented by clock 49 one bit to produce a slow down 
ward drift of the base line signal. If the signal crosses 
the lower limit of the desired range detector 40 is acti 
vated and gates a single pulse to the down count input 
48 to restore the counter to its former state. In this way 
the digital circuitry allows the plethysmograph to pass 
the slowly varying respiratory signal yet respond 
quickly when the signal is out of range, and eliminates 
the need for the operator to make an otherwise critical 
and frequent adjustment, since impedance variations 
over time and from patient to patient far exceed the 
variations within a respiratory cycle. 
Detectors 32 and 34 respectively detect and store the 

most positive and most negative recent excursions of 
the respiratory signal, and decay over time to track sig 
nals which become smaller or vary in their voltage ex 
cursions. Weighted fractions of the peak positive and 
negative signals are sent respectively to the positive and 
negative threshold detect circuits 50 and 52, which also 
receive the analog respiratory signal directly from the 
plethysmograph. If the analog respiratory signal ex 
ceeds 0.8 times the positive peak voltage plus 0.2 times 
the negative peak voltage the patient is de?ned as being 
in expiration. If the analog signal is less than 0.8 times 
the negative peak voltage plus 0.2 times the positive 
peak voltage, the patient is defined as being in inspira 
tion. The threshold detect circuits thus generate win 
dows 54, 56 (FIG. 5), based upon previous respiratory 
peaks, which respectively span generally ?at zones sur 
rounding the points of peak inspiration and respiration 
in the respiratory cycle. Ten percent hysteresis in the 
threshold detect circuits prevents the outputs from 
changing state if the analog respiratory signal has small 
voltage deviations due to irregular respiration or pa 
tient motion. For example, the analog respiratory signal 
has to drop to 0.7 times the positive peak voltage plus 
0.2 times the negative peak voltage to turn off the posi 
tive threshold detect signal. Similarly, the signal has to 
exceed 0.7 times the negative peak voltage plus 0.2 
times the positive peak voltage to turn off the negative 
threshold detect once it has been activated. The hyster 
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4 
esis also forces the threshold circuits to generate sym 
metrical output pulses with respect to time for a sym 
metrical input signal. The impedance plethysmograph 
and associated peak detectors and threshold detectors 
have a dynamic operating range of signal of greater 
than 40 to l. 
The patient’s electrocardiogram is picked up from 

electrodes 14 and ampli?ed by a low noise, high input 
impedance preampli?er stage 60 and passed through 
an isolation amplifier 62. The signal is coupled opti 
cally through ampli?er 62 to provide patient safety. No 
direct electrical path exists between the patient elec 
trodes and the machine. Power for preamplifier 60 and 
amplifier 62 is provided by an isolated power supply 64 
which has no direct electrical connection to the ma 
chine. The impedance plethysmograph 30 is similarly 
decoupled from the patient. 
From ampli?er 62 the ECG signal is passed through 

a 60 Hz notch ?lter 66 to remove any power line noises, 
and then to recorder drive and control circuits 68 and 
to 17 Hz bandpass ?lter 70. The bandpass ?lter approx 
imates a matched ?lter for the normal adult QRS com 
plex of the electrocardiogram, that is, it allows only 
those signals to pass which have a frequency distribu 
tion similar to the frequency content of the QRS com 
plex of an electrocardiogram. 
The bandpass ?ltered signal then goes to precision 

full wave recti?er 72, which takes the absolute value of 
the incoming signal (i.e., it allows positive signals to 
pass unmodified and reverses the polarity of negative 
signals) so that the output of the circuit is always posi 
tive. 
The recti?ed signal goes to a peak voltage detector 

74 and, along with the output of detector 74, to a 
threshold comparator 76. Detector 74 tracks and stores 
the most positive recent excursion of the signal, decay 
ing in time to track signal magnitudes varying with 
time. Comparator 76 generates an output pulse if the 
rectified signal exceeds 0.8 times the peak detect volt 
age. The pulse from the comparator triggers a one-shot 
78, which puts out a uniform width, single pulse for 
each detected QRS complex. 
Ramp generator 80 repeatedly produces a linearly 

rising voltage. The detection of a QRS complex in the 
electrocardiogram causes the sample and hold circuit 
82 to store the instantaneous voltage of the ramp gen 
erator, a value proportional to the last QRS to QRS in 
terval, and resets generator 80 to zero to start a new 
ramp. Threshold detectors 84 and 86 each receive as 
inputs both the instantaneous ramp voltage from gener 
ator 80 and the output of circuit 82. Detectors 84 and 
86 each include circuitry for comparing the instanta 
neous ramp voltage with a function of the output of cir 
cuit 82 (i.e., the previous QRS to QRS interval). In the 
embodiment shown detector 84 is designed to trigger 
one-shot 88 when the instantaneous ramp voltage 
equals a constant voltage Vo plus 20% of the output of 
circuit 82 (corresponding to 20% of the previous QRS 
to QRS interval), closely approximating the occurrence 
of the systole. Similarly, detector 86 is designed to trig 
ger one-shot 90 when the innstantaneous ramp voltage 
equals Vo plus 80% of the output of circuit 82, closely 
approximating the occurrence of diastole. In general, 
such detectors can be arranged to trigger a one-shot at 
any desired point in the cardiac cycle. In particular, 
useful embodiments include detectors arranged to trig~ 
ger a one-shot at different points in successive cardiac 
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cycles, e.g., to provide a set of images of the heart at 
different points in the cycle. Such a possible threshold 
detector 87 for variable timing, with associated one 
shot 89, is shown in dashed lines in FIG. 3. In the em 
bodiment shown Vo represents a time interval of 100 
milliseconds, which has been discovered to correspond 
to the refractory time for the heart muscle, minus half 
the width of the one-shot pulse. The refractory con 
stant of 100 milliseconds can be varied within a pre 
ferred range of 50-150 milliseconds, as 20% and 80% 
fractions of QRS interval for systole and diastole corre 
spondingly vary within respective preferred ranges of 
15-30% and 75-90%. 
The signals de?ning the respiratory windows and the 

cardiac timing signals are routed to gating and control 
logic 100, along with signals from the front panel con 
trols and indicators 102. The physiological states se 
lected by the operator are sent to the interface circuits 
104 to time the device connected to the synchronizer 
in accordance with the selected states. For example, an 
imaging device may be timed for exposure whenever 
systole occurs in a respiratory window. 
A majority of the respiratory windows are wide 

enough to encompass a plurality of cardiac timing sig 
nals. 
Arrythmia detect logic 106 detects the presence of 

an arrythmia occurring during cardiac gated exposure 
as defined in the two following ways. If a QRS complex 
is detected during a systole gated exposure, it is defined 
as an arrythmia. If no QRS complex is detected within 
300 milliseconds after a diastole gated exposure oc 
curs, it is defined as an arrythmia. The percent arryth 
mic beats computer 108 counts the number of ar~ 
rythmias occurring and displays the percentage of ar 
rythmic beats that have occurred after 100, 200 and 
400 gated cardiac exposures. The display is in true per 
cent shown on a numeric display 110. I 
The recorder control and drive electronics 68 re 

ceives the respiratory window and cardiac timing sig 
nals as well as the electrocardiographic signal from til 
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ter 66 and processes these signals for the strip chart re- . 
corder 112. The strip chart recorder prints out an elec 
trocardiogram and two event marks. One event mark 
places a line on the chart when a selected respiratory 
state is occurring. The other event mark puts a line on 
the chart whenever the conditions for exposure are 
met. The event marks are placed on the chart synchro 
nously with the electrocardiogram and allow the opera 
tor to observe that exposures are being made at the 
proper time in the cardiac cycle. In the case of an X-ray 
exposure, the ECG is marked by the event marker to 
show the exact time of the specific cardiac cycle during 
which the exposure was made. 
Other embodiments are within the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for timing biological imaging, measuring, 

or therapeutic apparatus in accordance with selected 
respiratory events in a subject, comprising 

respiratory input circuitry means for providing elec 
trical signals representative of the respiratory cy 
cles of said subject, ‘ 

respiratory timing circuitry means effectively con 
nected to said input circuitry means for processing 
said electrical signals and for generating a succes 
sion of windows surrounding predicted respiratory 
events of successive respiratory cycles, including 
means for basing the generation of each said win 
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dow in a given cycle upon the results of said pro 
cessing of electrical signals derived from respira 
tion prior to said given cycle, and 

means for effectively connecting said system to said 
apparatus to be controlled. 

2. The system of claim 1 further comprising 
cardiac input circuitry means for providing electrical 

signals representative of the cardiac cycles of said 
subject, 

cardiac timing circuitry means effectively connected 
to said cardiac input circuitry means for producing 
a successsion of timing signals corresponding to se 
lected points in successive cardiac cycles, and 

output circuitry means effectively connected to said 
respiratory and cardiac timing circuitry means, and 
including logic circuitry means, for producing a 
succession of output signals corresponding to suc~ 
cessive said timing signals occurring within said 
windows. 

3. The system of claim 2 wherein said respiratory tim 
ing circuitry includes means for causing the majority of 
said windows to be of duration longer than the com 
bined duration of a plurality of successive said timing 
signals occurring within the respective said window, 
and the interval between said successive signals. 

4. The system of claim 2 further comprising recorder 
means effectively connected to said cardiac input cir 
cuitry means and to said logic circuitry means, for re 
cording a synchronous display of said cardiac cycle and 
the timing of said output signals. 

5. The system of claim 4 wherein said recorder means 
includes means for including in said synchronous dis 
play a record of said respiratory windows. 

6. The system of claim 2 wherein said cardiac timing 
circuitry means includes cardiac interval circuitry 
means effectively connected to said cardiac input cir 
cuitry means for generating a succession of interval val 
ues corresponding to the lengths of successive cardiac 
cycles, and timing signal circuitry means effectively 
connected to said interval circuitry means for generat 
ing each said timing signal at a time dependent upon a 
fraction of the interval value for the next previous car 
diac cycle. 

7. The system of claim 6 wherein said timing signal 
circuitry means includes means for generating each 
said timing signal at a time dependent upon a constant 
value plus a fraction of the interval value for the next 
previous cardiac cycle. 

8. The system of claim 6 wherein said interval cir 
cuitry means includes means for generating a succes~ 
sion of interval values correponding to intervals be 
tween QRS complexes of successive cardiac cycles, and 
said timing signal circuitry means includes means for 
generating each said timing signal at a time subsequent 
to the QRS complex for that cardiac cycle equal to a 
constant value plus a portion of the interval value for 
the next previous cardiac cycle. 

9. The system of claim 8 whereinsaid portion is be 
tween 15 and 30% to cause said timing signal to repre 
sent systole. 

10. The system of claim 8 wherein said portion is be 
tween 75 and 90% to cause said timing signal to repre 
sent diastole. 

11. The system of claim 6 wherein said timing signal 
circuitry means includes means for changing in succes 
sive cardiac cycles the fraction of said interval value 
upon which the respective timing signal is based. 
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12. The system of claim 2 further comprising ar~ 
rythmia detection circuitry means effectively con 
nected to said cardiac input circuitry means and to said 
logic circuitry means for detecting cardiac arrythmia 
by comparison with cardiac cycles expected on the 
basis of said cardiac timing signals. 

13. The system of claim 1 wherein said respiratory 
timing circuitry means includes means for generating 
values respectively representative of maximum and 
minimum expiration within a respiratory cycle of said 
subject, and respiratory state de?nition circuitry means 
for generating said windows as a function of both said 
values. 

14. The system of claim 13 wherein said means for 
generating values comprises peak detectors. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein said peak detec 
tors include means for storing values therein and for 
causing said stored values to decay over time. 

16. The system of claim 14 wherein said respiratory 
state de?nition circuitry means includes threshold de 
tection circuitry means effectively connected to said 
peak detectors and to said input circuitry means. 

17. The system of claim 16 wherein said threshold 
detection circuitry means includes means for prevent 
ing its output from changing despite variations in the 
respiratory signal from said respiratory input circuitry 
smaller than a preselected limit. 

18. The system of claim 1 further comprising digital 
offset correction circuitry means effectively connected 
to said respiratory input circuitry means for automati 
cally causing said electrical signals representative of re 
spiratory cycles to be within a predetermined range. 

19. The system of claim 18 wherein said correction 
circuitry means includes limit detection means effec 
tively connected to said respiratory input circuitry for 
providing a signal when the respiratory signal is outside 
said range, digital means effectively connected to said 
detection means for providing digital pulses in the pres 
ence of a signal from said detection means, a counter 
effectively connected to said digital means for counting 
said pulses, and offset generator means effectively con 
nected to said respiratory input circuitry means for 
generating an offset voltage dependent upon the count 
in said counter. 
20. The system of claim 19 wherein said detection 

means includes upper and lower limit detectors for re 
spectively incrementing and decrementing said counter 
when the respiratory signal is above and below said 
range. 
21. The system of claim 19 further comprising means 

for periodically automatically changing the count in 
said counter to cause said respiratory signal to drift in 
a predetermined direction. 
22. A system for timing biological imaging, measur 

ing or therapeutic apparatus in accordance with se 
lected physiological states of a subject, comprising 
cardiac input circuitry means for providing electrical 

signals representative of the cardiac cycle of said 
subject, 

cardiac timing circuitry means effectively connected 
to said cardiac input circuitry means for producing 
a succession of timing signals corresponding to se 
lected predicted cardiac events in successive car 
diac cycles, said timing circuitry means including 
interval circuitry means for generating a succession 
of interval values corresponding to intervals be 
tween QRS complexes of successive cardiac cycles, 
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8 
and timing signal circuitry means effectively con 
nected to said interval circuitry means for generat 
ing each said timing signal at a time subsequent to 
the QRS complex for that cardiac cycle equal to a 
time constant related to the refractory time of the 
heart muscle minus half the width of said timing 
signals plus a fraction of the interval for the next 
previous cardiac cycle, to cause each said timing 
signal to surround said predicted cardiac event, 
and 

means for effectively connecting said system to said 
apparatus to be controlled. 

23. The system of claim 22 wherein said portion is 
between l5 and 30% to cause said timing signal to rep 
resent systole. 

24. The system of claim 22 wherein said portion is 
between 75 and 90% to cause said timing signal to rep 
resent diastole. 
25. The system of claim 22 wherein said timing signal 

circuitry means includes means for changing in succes 
sive cardiac cycles the fraction of said interval value 
upon which the respective timing signal is based. 
.26. The system of claim 22 further comprising ar 

rythmia detection circuitry means effectively con 
nected to said input circuitry means and to said cardiac 
timing circuitry means for detecting cardiac arrythmia 
by comparison with cardiac cycles expected on the 
basis of said cardiac timing signals. 

27. The system of claim 22 wherein said time con 
stant is between 50 and 150 milliseconds. 

28. A system for timing biological imaging, measur 
ing or therapeutic apparatus in accordance with se 
lected physiological states of a subject, comprising 

input circuitry means for providing electrical signals 
representative of a physiological cycle of said sub 
ject, 

output circuitry means effectively connected to said 
input circuitry means for providing a succession of 
timing signals at selected portions of said physio 
logical cycles, and 

digital offset correction circuitry means effectively 
connected to said input circuitry means for auto 
matically causing said electrical signals representa 
tive of physiological cycles to be within a predeter 
mined range, said correction circuitry means in 
cluding limit detection means effectively con 
nected to said input circuitry for providing a signal 
when the physiological signal is outside said range, 
digital means effectively connected to said detec 
tion means for providing digital pulses in the pres 
ence of a signal from said detection means, a 

. counter effectively connected to said digital means 
for counting said pulses, said detection means in 
cluding upper and lower limit detectors for respec 
tively incrementing and decrementing said counter 
when the physiological signal is above and below 
said range, and offset generator means effectively 
connected to said input circuitry means for gener 
ating an offset voltage dependent upon the count 
in said counter, and 

means for effectively connecting said system to said 
apparatus to be controlled. 

29. A system for timing biological imaging, measur 
ing or therapeutic apparatus in accordance with se 
lected physiological states of a subject, comprising 
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input circuitry means for providing electrical signals 
representative of a physiological cycle of said sub 
ject, 

output circuitry means effectively connected to said 
input circuitry means for providing a succession of 
timing signals at selected portions of said physio 
logical cycles, and 

digital offset correction circuitry means effectively 
connected to said input circuitry means for auto 
matically causing said electrical signals representa 
tive of physiological cycles to be within a predeter 
mined range, said correction circuitry means in 
cluding limit detection means effectively con 
nected to said input circuitry for providing a signal 
when the physiological signal is outside said range, 
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10 
digital means effectively connected to said detec 
tion means for providing digital pulses in the pres 
ence of a signal from said detection means, a 
counter effectively connected to said digital means 
for counting said‘ pulses, offset generator means ef 
fectively connected to said input circuitry means 
for generating an offset voltage dependent upon 
the count in said counter, and means for periodi 
cally automatically changing the count in said 
counter to cause said physiological signal to drift in 
a predetermined direction, and 

means for effectively connecting said system to said 
apparatus to be controlled. 

* * * a: * 


